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Introduction

Remember this?
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The TV advertisement which launched the privatisation of British Energy in the summer of 1996
- but just how successful has that privatisation been? And who has benefited - shareholders?
The nuclear industry? Our own workforce?

Last year, I reported to PIME 97 that the privatisation itself had been successfully completed -
following the restructuring of the UK nuclear generation industry, and the creation of British
Energy, a new name in the UK - and world energy scene.

In simple terms, that privatisation has certainly succeeded - our share price since privatisation
has more than doubled, from E2 to well over f4. Over the last year, it has consistently out-
performed the UK electricity sector - particularly over the last winter; it has also out-performed
the Fr Share Index over the same period, and in December British Energy became one of the
UK top 100 listed companies, included in the FrSE 100 having started life at around number
130.

This in turn has meant that a number of high quality institutions have taken a second look at
British Energy and begun to invest in us as part of a portfolio of TSE 100 companies.

Success Built on Success

Our success as a private sector company could only be built on the solid foundation of successes
as a nuclear utility. Over the five years from 1992 to 1997, our output went up by 64 as
Sizewell B came on line and the AGRs achieved their design load factors at last. Safety remains
our top piority, and while our profitability increased, so did our safety ratings - accident
frequency rates came down by 60%, and collective radiation exposure to our workforce came
down 58%.

Equally importantly, our costs came down and in the first half of the current fiscal year have
broken through the 2p per kilowatt hour barrier - and four minute mile of electricity generation.

As a result of all this achievement, coupled with reduction in our total workforce, our
productivity went up by over 100% - surely proof that nuclear can succeed in a competitive,
deregulated electricity market.

It was important politically for the UK Government to succeed in privatising British Energy - but
let me make it absolutely clear that it was even more important to the company to succeed. It
was British Energy which had proposed our privatisation - it was not imposed by the
Government. I like to think we have fulfilled the promises made to the 600,000 people who
actually bought shares in British Energy in July 1996. 45



It's difficult to see how anybody lost - the Government sold the company for ElAbn and loaded
us with E700m in debt; they also transferred E3.7bn of long term liabilities into the private sector
with us, so that total benefit to UK taxpayers was some E5.8bn.

Buildim the Future

It has been even more important to sustain that initial success to grow and develop British
Energy as a company. It's interesting to see how our ownership has changed over the last 8
months. When we were first privatised, 52% of our shares were sold to small shareholders
numberin- some 600,000, and 48% were bought by large institutions - although only one of the
UK top 10 institutions featured on our shareholding list.

18 months on, everything has changed. We now have only around 20% of our shares owned by
small shareholders - around 300,000 in number - with 18% owned by overseas institutions
(Including our largest shareholder Templetons in the Bahamas). 62% of our shares are owned by
the major UK institutions including six out of the top ten companies - such as Mercury Asset
Manauement, Standard Life, Jupiter, Hill Samuel and - I am pleased to say - Scottish Widows.
This is an important marker for the future. Companies which had initially been nervous about
buying our shares have been reassured by the company's performance, impressed with its
strategy, and have become long term stakeholders. Even Shell's Pension Trust owns a large
slice of our shares.

If this doesn't sound like a typical nuclear company, that's because we're not. The first all-
nuclear utility to be completely privatised anywhere in the world, we are increasingly seen as just
another electricity generator with developing national and international business interests. I have
already spoken about the efficiency improvements and restructuring, which enabled us to be
privatised, but there is a much simpler way of looking at this process. Go back eight years, and
you had two typical government-owned organisations - the Central Electricity Generating Board
and the South of Scotland Electricity Board which operated (among other things) nuclear plants.
These were bureaucracies stuffed with medieval barons who had built up their own empires. As
a result, costs and administration were out of control, everyone was playing politics, and nobody
was concentrating on making a commercial success of what were basically well-engineered
reactors. The bureaucracy was dismantled, the barons retired or kicked out and over a painful
five-year period a commercial, profitable - and much safer - pair of companies emerged in
Nuclear Electric and Scottish Nuclear. British Energy then provided the platform from which
these new commercial skills could be marketed to the UK and the world. Quite simply, we have
two products - nuclear generated electricity, and the skills to operate successfully in a
deregulated competitive market.

The Results

The results are there for all to see. In the UK our market share has increased while our
competitors have gone down. In the first part of the current fiscal year, we were the UK's
number one generator for the first time. Regular briefing of brokers, analysts and major
investors and investment houses has reaped dividends - literally, as the share price has
consistently outperformed the rest of the sector.
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In common with other major private sector companies, we have developed a corporate values
structure - number one being of course Safety First, followed by Profit Through Progress,
Personal Integrity, Respect and Recognition and Openness. These characterise the way we do
business. Emphasising safety has produced real benefit - no less than six Gold Awards from the
Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents, the first ever award to any company under the
UK Government's new Health At Work Scheme, and the first ever award to a power station of
any kind under the European Environment Management Award Scheme.

Profit through progress? Producing interim and final results boosted our share price, based on
the performance of our power station - as did the announcement of a large deal with British
Nuclear Fuels which capped our long term liabilities and boosted the share price by some 25 in
a single day.

Our core business is therefore running well, generating very strong cashflow, which in turn has
reduced our debt from E700m to under LI 0m. in just 15 months.

The Future

So what will we do with this cash flowing in? The answer is to think like a business should. In
the UK, we've made our first investment in a large gas-fired power station with international
partners such as IVO, ABB and Elf. We've formed a joint venture company - Sabre Power -
with a regional electricity company to build and operate small power stations based on jet engine
technology; in this, we are ahead of the field in a new market niche.

Internationally, we're looking at serious investment in North America. We formed AmerGen as
a joint venture with PECO Energy of Philadelphia, and are now seriously examining a number of
existing US nuclear plants as possible acquisitions. We are also active in Canada as Ontario
Hydro reorganises its nuclear and non nuclear business, and we are opening commercial doors
throughout Europe and even in China.

This is the shape of the future - for British Energy and, I would suggest, other nuclear utilities
which may find themselves operating increasingly in deregulated and competitive markets.
We'll be happy to talk to you!

If you want to know more about us, check out our web-site which, I am pleased to confirm,
picked up the top award from the UK Investors Relations Society for its presentation of our
annual results - another example of our changed orientation in PR terms.

So, to conclude, our perspectives may have changed and our PR programme certainly has. Our
business drivers are different - we have a need to succeed, expand and grow in other areas. But
the central challenge is still the same - to make a success of a business which is still primarily
nuclear, and with that success, ensure that nuclear continues to play its rightful part in the 21st
century world, where environmental issues will be even more important - and may themselves
offer a new business opportunity.
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